
Frameless
Cabinetry 
                    by Huntwood

NOVUS, Heartwood, Vintage Black.  Black Walnut, Enhanced Natural.

 
Built to Last 
We use quality materials and com-
ponents that many manufacturers 
offer only as upgrades. At Huntwood, 
no two kitchens are alike, because 
each kitchen is built to order.

Think Green
Huntwood’s state-of-the-art plant  
is the most environmentally friendly  
cabinet facility in the world.  Our 
award-winning finishing process 
reduces VOC emissions to ultra- 
low levels.  Excess materials are 
recycled, with 80% reused in  
future applications.

CIELO, Rift-cut White Oak, Natural.  MANIAGO, White Gloss. MANIAGO, Hi-Gloss Thermofoil, Charcoal Gloss.  LUNA Glass Doors.

MODERNA, Stippled Thermofoil, Verismo.

MODERNA, Stippled Thermofoil, Verismo.

MODERNA, Stippled Thermofoil, Verismo.

NOVUS, Heartwood, Vintage Black.  Black Walnut, Enhanced Natural.

with more flexibility, more choices 
and more craftsmanship.  And, as  
the West’s leading custom cabinet 
manufacturer, our volume buying  
power and high-tech efficiency pro- 
duce more value for our customers.

Elements Built to a Higher Standard

Superior Construction
With frameless construction, the face frame  
is eliminated, maximizing storage space. Our 
3/4” case construction is 20% thicker than 
industry standard, providing extra strength.
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Resources

80% Waste 
Reutilization 

800.873.7350 • Liberty Lake, WA 
www.huntwood.com

Dovetail  
Drawers  
Strong 5/8” thick 
solid wood drawers.  
Drawers and doors
receive permanent  
bumper pads.

Strong 
Cabinet Box
3/4” cabinet boxes
and solid wood top 
stabilizer bars pro- 
vide extra strength.

Lasting 
Touch Finish 
12-step conversion 
varnish process is  
the toughest finish  
in the industry. 

TM

Concealed  
Guides
Smooth operating, 
steel-reinforced 
guides include  
Soft-Close.

Melamine  
NDure Interior
Our super-durable 
(Birch, White or Slate)  
interior resists scratches,   
heat and water.

110  Clip-on  
Hinges 
6-way adjustable  
hinges feature 
wider accessibility 
and Soft-Close.

º 

Contemporary Styling 
Achieve all of today’s ultra-modern 
looks by choosing from the widest 
selection of door styles, colors and 
materials in the industry.  Modern 
frameless door styles in high-tech  
materials such as acrylic, laminate, 
thermofoil, melamine & engineered  
veneer, go perfectly with gleaming  
counters and stainless appliances. 

Full Accessibility 
With frameless construction, the 
face frame is eliminated, maximiz-
ing storage space.  Efficiency is 

Huntwood offers a level of f lexi- 
bility and customization previously  
unavailable in the cabinet industry.  
 

           untwood created Elements  
            for discerning homeowners  
            who appreciate clean lines,  
contemporary design, functionality, 
and full-access. Elements cabinets 
use quality components and are  
built to the same higher standard  
as our framed line, so you can trust 
your kitchen to last for decades.

increased by including the largest  
selection of convenience cabinets 
and accessories in the industry.

Trust in the Leader 
Why do builders and homeowners  
choose Huntwood over other cabinet 
brands? Because for three decades  
we have provided our customers  

NOVUS, MDF, Colonial White.  Island: Heartwood, Graphite.TEMPO, Laminate, Wilsonart Color.
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MANIAGO, Hi-Gloss Thermofoil, Charcoal.  LUNA Glass Doors. 

LEMANS, Hi-Gloss Acrylic, Graphite.

MANIAGO, Hi-Gloss Thermofoil, Charcoal.  LUNA Glass Doors. 

LEMANS, Hi-Gloss Acrylic, Graphite.

 LeMans        7

Hi-Gloss Thermofoil Doors feature a 3/4” thick slab  
MDF core covered by a glossy polymer shell. Maniago  
offers the sleek contemporary styling so popular today.  

Full wrap (no edgebanding) 
on doors and drawer fronts.  

High-Gloss Thermofoil doors  
include a matte Melamine  
backer. (White Melamine  
backer on White Gloss.  
Black Melamine backer on  
Black Gloss and Charcoal  
Gloss.)

 Maniago    7+

graphite arctic

Hi-Gloss Acrylic

brushedmatte

Note: Doors do not come with 
glass. Order glass separately 
through Huntwood’s Factory    
Glass Program.

Aluminum Framed Doors  
provide the perfect accent  
to a modern kitchen design.  

Aluminum Framed 

 Luna 7+ Galassia     7+

Hi-Gloss Thermofoil

black gloss charcoal gloss white gloss

Stippled Thermofoil Doors feature an industrial grade 
PVC (Polyvinyl Chloride) film over an MDF core. They are  
amazingly durable and easy to keep clean. 

mystique verismo queenston oak oyster white

white

 Moderna 3  Pleasanton    4  Sierra        4

Stippled Thermofoil

Full wrap (no edgebanding) on doors  
and drawer fronts.  Doors include  
a white matte Melamine backer.

Matte & Textured Laminate

 Echo 7  Avanti 7 Tempo                       5      (Tempo Prem: 6  Tempo HD: 7+)

avenir only norte onlyavenir only

natural cane
echo only

norte only

earth
avanti only

alto onlyalto only alto only

fossil black
avanti only avanti onlyavanti only

High-Gloss Acrylic Doors consist of a 3/4”  
thick slab MDF core with a high gloss acrylic  
on face and back and edgebanding on the  
edges.  This super-tough material is 3 times  
thicker than Thermofoil and incredibly  
durable and scratch resistant.

 1mm thick compatible 
Gloss PVC Edgebanding 
on door edges. 

LeMans doors have 
integrated finished ends, 
backs and bottoms, all 
made of two-sided  
exterior color material. 

* Slight differences in 
sheen between door  
material and PVC  
edgebanding may exist.

_______

Melamine Doors consist of 3/4” thick industrial grade particleboard with  
super-durable melamine.  Avenir has no sheen and displays a soft,  
super-matte appearance.  Norte is textured.  Alto is stippled.

Matte, Textured & Stippled Melamine

Avenir         3 Norte        3 Alto         5

quietus poise mystiqueverismomerapi queenston oakblack cascade

All three Melamine doors come with 1mm thick 
compatible-colored PVC Edgebanding.

NORTE  Vertical grain on doors and horizontal 
grain on drawer fronts. 

ALTO  Matching vertical grain on both doors  
and drawer fronts within individual cabinets.

Painted MDF

Novus        4

Novus Door is made of 3/4” slab MDF  
with a smooth painted surface.  
Choose from one of our 13 solid colors  
or a Sherwin-Williams color match.  

Door style is 3/4” MDF slab (no Edgebanding).  

All Laminate doors have compatible 1mm thick PVC  
Edgebanding.  ECHO and AVANTI have horizontal  
grain on doors and drawer fronts (not matching). 
TEMPO has vertical grain on doors and horizontal 
grain on drawer fronts (if directional).

Echo and Avanti Doors come in a range  
of standard colors (shown above). Avanti is 
textured. Tempo: basic level Wilsonart & 
Formica colors. Tempo Premium: premium 
level Wilsonart & Formica colors. Tempo HD: 
HD level Wilsonart & Formica colors.

Skyline     4 Napoli       5 Cielo      7+

1mm matching Wood Edgebanding. 
SKYLINE  Horizontal grain on drawers,  
vertical grain on doors. 
NAPOLI Vertical grain on drawers and doors;
grain matched within individual cabinets. 
CIELO Horizontal grain on drawers and doors; 
grain matched within individual cabinets. 

Wood Veneer Doors are available in  
a variety of natural hardwood veneers.  
23 Stain Colors x 8 Wood Species*  
x Special Finishes equals an almost 
inf inite range of possible looks.  
* Skyline not available in Black Walnut  
  or Rift-cut White Oak.

Natural Wood Veneer
mojave

natural

spice

honey pecan brazilian

oasis

cinnamon

autumn

nutmeg

ginger

sienna

kodiak

auburn

terra

garnet

canyon

cayenne

chestnut

ridgestone 

arctic grey

cordovan

blackberry

charcoal

quartered zebrano vg white oak

Engineered Veneer 

 Athos       5

2mm Wood Edgebanding. Includes matching 
backer. Edgebanding is applied to the interior 
core edges, captured between face and back 
veneer. Matching vertical grain on  
both doors and drawer fronts.

Engineered Veneer Doors feature 
veneer over an industrial grade core,  
providing the look of various exotic 
woods without the degradation of
any endangered species.

quartered wenge
quartered  

macassar ebony

teak qt black walnut

colonial white    sterling 

vanilla

phantom

shoreline

dove

graphitemocha

coastal greyparchment

eggshell atlantic 

vintage black

NOTE: Colors shown in this brochure are approximate and  
will vary from actual physical colors due to photography  
and printing limitations. Please see a current sample door  
or color chip in your desired color option before ordering 
cabinets. Door styles, wood species and colors may be 
discontinued at any time without notice.

Maple         Beech                     Oak          Alder

      Hickory                 Cherry        Black Walnut       Rift-cut White Oak

TEMPO, Laminate, Wilsonart Color.

MODERNA, Stippled Thermofoil, Verismo.

AVENIR, Melamine, Quietus.

NOVUS, MDF, Colonial White.  Heartwood, Graphite.

MODERNA, Stippled Thermofoil, Verismo.
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thicker than Thermofoil and incredibly  
durable and scratch resistant.
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Gloss PVC Edgebanding 
on door edges. 
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integrated finished ends, 
backs and bottoms, all 
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material and PVC  
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_______
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All three Melamine doors come with 1mm thick 
compatible-colored PVC Edgebanding.

NORTE  Vertical grain on doors and horizontal 
grain on drawer fronts. 

ALTO  Matching vertical grain on both doors  
and drawer fronts within individual cabinets.

Painted MDF

Novus        4

Novus Door is made of 3/4” slab MDF  
with a smooth painted surface.  
Choose from one of our 13 solid colors  
or a Sherwin-Williams color match.  

Door style is 3/4” MDF slab (no Edgebanding).  

All Laminate doors have compatible 1mm thick PVC  
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grain on drawer fronts (if directional).
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Skyline     4 Napoli       5 Cielo      7+

1mm matching Wood Edgebanding. 
SKYLINE  Horizontal grain on drawers,  
vertical grain on doors. 
NAPOLI Vertical grain on drawers and doors;
grain matched within individual cabinets. 
CIELO Horizontal grain on drawers and doors; 
grain matched within individual cabinets. 

Wood Veneer Doors are available in  
a variety of natural hardwood veneers.  
23 Stain Colors x 8 Wood Species*  
x Special Finishes equals an almost 
inf inite range of possible looks.  
* Skyline not available in Black Walnut  
  or Rift-cut White Oak.
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High-Gloss Acrylic Doors consist of a 3/4”  
thick slab MDF core with a high gloss acrylic  
on face and back and edgebanding on the  
edges.  This super-tough material is 3 times  
thicker than Thermofoil and incredibly  
durable and scratch resistant.

 1mm thick compatible 
Gloss PVC Edgebanding 
on door edges. 

LeMans doors have 
integrated finished ends, 
backs and bottoms, all 
made of two-sided  
exterior color material. 

* Slight differences in 
sheen between door  
material and PVC  
edgebanding may exist.

_______

Melamine Doors consist of 3/4” thick industrial grade particleboard with  
super-durable melamine.  Avenir has no sheen and displays a soft,  
super-matte appearance.  Norte is textured.  Alto is stippled.

Matte, Textured & Stippled Melamine

Avenir         3 Norte        3 Alto         5

quietus poise mystiqueverismomerapi queenston oakblack cascade

All three Melamine doors come with 1mm thick 
compatible-colored PVC Edgebanding.

NORTE  Vertical grain on doors and horizontal 
grain on drawer fronts. 

ALTO  Matching vertical grain on both doors  
and drawer fronts within individual cabinets.

Painted MDF

Novus        4

Novus Door is made of 3/4” slab MDF  
with a smooth painted surface.  
Choose from one of our 13 solid colors  
or a Sherwin-Williams color match.  

Door style is 3/4” MDF slab (no Edgebanding).  

All Laminate doors have compatible 1mm thick PVC  
Edgebanding.  ECHO and AVANTI have horizontal  
grain on doors and drawer fronts (not matching). 
TEMPO has vertical grain on doors and horizontal 
grain on drawer fronts (if directional).

Echo and Avanti Doors come in a range  
of standard colors (shown above). Avanti is 
textured. Tempo: basic level Wilsonart & 
Formica colors. Tempo Premium: premium 
level Wilsonart & Formica colors. Tempo HD: 
HD level Wilsonart & Formica colors.

Skyline     4 Napoli       5 Cielo      7+

1mm matching Wood Edgebanding. 
SKYLINE  Horizontal grain on drawers,  
vertical grain on doors. 
NAPOLI Vertical grain on drawers and doors;
grain matched within individual cabinets. 
CIELO Horizontal grain on drawers and doors; 
grain matched within individual cabinets. 

Wood Veneer Doors are available in  
a variety of natural hardwood veneers.  
23 Stain Colors x 8 Wood Species*  
x Special Finishes equals an almost 
inf inite range of possible looks.  
* Skyline not available in Black Walnut  
  or Rift-cut White Oak.
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veneer over an industrial grade core,  
providing the look of various exotic 
woods without the degradation of
any endangered species.
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shoreline

dove

graphitemocha

coastal greyparchment

eggshell atlantic 

vintage black

NOTE: Colors shown in this brochure are approximate and  
will vary from actual physical colors due to photography  
and printing limitations. Please see a current sample door  
or color chip in your desired color option before ordering 
cabinets. Door styles, wood species and colors may be 
discontinued at any time without notice.

Maple         Beech                     Oak          Alder

      Hickory                 Cherry        Black Walnut       Rift-cut White Oak

TEMPO, Laminate, Wilsonart Color.

MODERNA, Stippled Thermofoil, Verismo.

AVENIR, Melamine, Quietus.

NOVUS, MDF, Colonial White.  Heartwood, Graphite.

MODERNA, Stippled Thermofoil, Verismo.



MANIAGO, Hi-Gloss Thermofoil, Charcoal.  LUNA Glass Doors. 

LEMANS, Hi-Gloss Acrylic, Graphite.

MANIAGO, Hi-Gloss Thermofoil, Charcoal.  LUNA Glass Doors. 

LEMANS, Hi-Gloss Acrylic, Graphite.

 LeMans        7

Hi-Gloss Thermofoil Doors feature a 3/4” thick slab  
MDF core covered by a glossy polymer shell. Maniago  
offers the sleek contemporary styling so popular today.  

Full wrap (no edgebanding) 
on doors and drawer fronts.  

High-Gloss Thermofoil doors  
include a matte Melamine  
backer. (White Melamine  
backer on White Gloss.  
Black Melamine backer on  
Black Gloss and Charcoal  
Gloss.)

 Maniago    7+

graphite arctic

Hi-Gloss Acrylic

brushedmatte

Note: Doors do not come with 
glass. Order glass separately 
through Huntwood’s Factory    
Glass Program.

Aluminum Framed Doors  
provide the perfect accent  
to a modern kitchen design.  

Aluminum Framed 

 Luna 7+ Galassia     7+

Hi-Gloss Thermofoil

black gloss charcoal gloss white gloss

Stippled Thermofoil Doors feature an industrial grade 
PVC (Polyvinyl Chloride) film over an MDF core. They are  
amazingly durable and easy to keep clean. 

mystique verismo queenston oak oyster white

white

 Moderna 3  Pleasanton    4  Sierra        4

Stippled Thermofoil

Full wrap (no edgebanding) on doors  
and drawer fronts.  Doors include  
a white matte Melamine backer.

Matte & Textured Laminate

 Echo 7  Avanti 7 Tempo                       5      (Tempo Prem: 6  Tempo HD: 7+)

avenir only norte onlyavenir only

natural cane
echo only

norte only

earth
avanti only

alto onlyalto only alto only

fossil black
avanti only avanti onlyavanti only

High-Gloss Acrylic Doors consist of a 3/4”  
thick slab MDF core with a high gloss acrylic  
on face and back and edgebanding on the  
edges.  This super-tough material is 3 times  
thicker than Thermofoil and incredibly  
durable and scratch resistant.

 1mm thick compatible 
Gloss PVC Edgebanding 
on door edges. 

LeMans doors have 
integrated finished ends, 
backs and bottoms, all 
made of two-sided  
exterior color material. 

* Slight differences in 
sheen between door  
material and PVC  
edgebanding may exist.

_______

Melamine Doors consist of 3/4” thick industrial grade particleboard with  
super-durable melamine.  Avenir has no sheen and displays a soft,  
super-matte appearance.  Norte is textured.  Alto is stippled.

Matte, Textured & Stippled Melamine

Avenir         3 Norte        3 Alto         5

quietus poise mystiqueverismomerapi queenston oakblack cascade

All three Melamine doors come with 1mm thick 
compatible-colored PVC Edgebanding.

NORTE  Vertical grain on doors and horizontal 
grain on drawer fronts. 

ALTO  Matching vertical grain on both doors  
and drawer fronts within individual cabinets.

Painted MDF

Novus        4

Novus Door is made of 3/4” slab MDF  
with a smooth painted surface.  
Choose from one of our 13 solid colors  
or a Sherwin-Williams color match.  

Door style is 3/4” MDF slab (no Edgebanding).  

All Laminate doors have compatible 1mm thick PVC  
Edgebanding.  ECHO and AVANTI have horizontal  
grain on doors and drawer fronts (not matching). 
TEMPO has vertical grain on doors and horizontal 
grain on drawer fronts (if directional).

Echo and Avanti Doors come in a range  
of standard colors (shown above). Avanti is 
textured. Tempo: basic level Wilsonart & 
Formica colors. Tempo Premium: premium 
level Wilsonart & Formica colors. Tempo HD: 
HD level Wilsonart & Formica colors.

Skyline     4 Napoli       5 Cielo      7+

1mm matching Wood Edgebanding. 
SKYLINE  Horizontal grain on drawers,  
vertical grain on doors. 
NAPOLI Vertical grain on drawers and doors;
grain matched within individual cabinets. 
CIELO Horizontal grain on drawers and doors; 
grain matched within individual cabinets. 

Wood Veneer Doors are available in  
a variety of natural hardwood veneers.  
23 Stain Colors x 8 Wood Species*  
x Special Finishes equals an almost 
inf inite range of possible looks.  
* Skyline not available in Black Walnut  
  or Rift-cut White Oak.

Natural Wood Veneer
mojave

natural

spice

honey pecan brazilian

oasis

cinnamon

autumn

nutmeg

ginger

sienna

kodiak

auburn

terra

garnet

canyon

cayenne

chestnut

ridgestone 

arctic grey

cordovan

blackberry

charcoal

quartered zebrano vg white oak

Engineered Veneer 

 Athos       5

2mm Wood Edgebanding. Includes matching 
backer. Edgebanding is applied to the interior 
core edges, captured between face and back 
veneer. Matching vertical grain on  
both doors and drawer fronts.

Engineered Veneer Doors feature 
veneer over an industrial grade core,  
providing the look of various exotic 
woods without the degradation of
any endangered species.

quartered wenge
quartered  

macassar ebony

teak qt black walnut

colonial white    sterling 

vanilla

phantom

shoreline

dove

graphitemocha

coastal greyparchment

eggshell atlantic 

vintage black

NOTE: Colors shown in this brochure are approximate and  
will vary from actual physical colors due to photography  
and printing limitations. Please see a current sample door  
or color chip in your desired color option before ordering 
cabinets. Door styles, wood species and colors may be 
discontinued at any time without notice.

Maple         Beech                     Oak          Alder

      Hickory                 Cherry        Black Walnut       Rift-cut White Oak

TEMPO, Laminate, Wilsonart Color.

MODERNA, Stippled Thermofoil, Verismo.

AVENIR, Melamine, Quietus.

NOVUS, MDF, Colonial White.  Heartwood, Graphite.

MODERNA, Stippled Thermofoil, Verismo.



Frameless
Cabinetry 
                    by Huntwood

NOVUS, Heartwood, Vintage Black.  Black Walnut, Enhanced Natural.

 
Built to Last 
We use quality materials and com-
ponents that many manufacturers 
offer only as upgrades. At Huntwood, 
no two kitchens are alike, because 
each kitchen is built to order.

Think Green
Huntwood’s state-of-the-art plant  
is the most environmentally friendly  
cabinet facility in the world.  Our 
award-winning finishing process 
reduces VOC emissions to ultra- 
low levels.  Excess materials are 
recycled, with 80% reused in  
future applications.

CIELO, Rift-cut White Oak, Natural.  MANIAGO, White Gloss. MANIAGO, Hi-Gloss Thermofoil, Charcoal Gloss.  LUNA Glass Doors.

MODERNA, Stippled Thermofoil, Verismo.

MODERNA, Stippled Thermofoil, Verismo.

MODERNA, Stippled Thermofoil, Verismo.

NOVUS, Heartwood, Vintage Black.  Black Walnut, Enhanced Natural.

with more flexibility, more choices 
and more craftsmanship.  And, as  
the West’s leading custom cabinet 
manufacturer, our volume buying  
power and high-tech efficiency pro- 
duce more value for our customers.

Elements Built to a Higher Standard

Superior Construction
With frameless construction, the face frame  
is eliminated, maximizing storage space. Our 
3/4” case construction is 20% thicker than 
industry standard, providing extra strength.

by HUNTWOOD

PELE  NCG 4K 5/20 Committed to
Sustainable
Resources

80% Waste 
Reutilization 

800.873.7350 • Liberty Lake, WA 
www.huntwood.com

Dovetail  
Drawers  
Strong 5/8” thick 
solid wood drawers.  
Drawers and doors
receive permanent  
bumper pads.

Strong 
Cabinet Box
3/4” cabinet boxes
and solid wood top 
stabilizer bars pro- 
vide extra strength.

Lasting 
Touch Finish 
12-step conversion 
varnish process is  
the toughest finish  
in the industry. 

TM

Concealed  
Guides
Smooth operating, 
steel-reinforced 
guides include  
Soft-Close.

Melamine  
NDure Interior
Our super-durable 
(Birch, White or Slate)  
interior resists scratches,   
heat and water.

110  Clip-on  
Hinges 
6-way adjustable  
hinges feature 
wider accessibility 
and Soft-Close.

º 

Contemporary Styling 
Achieve all of today’s ultra-modern 
looks by choosing from the widest 
selection of door styles, colors and 
materials in the industry.  Modern 
frameless door styles in high-tech  
materials such as acrylic, laminate, 
thermofoil, melamine & engineered  
veneer, go perfectly with gleaming  
counters and stainless appliances. 

Full Accessibility 
With frameless construction, the 
face frame is eliminated, maximiz-
ing storage space.  Efficiency is 

Huntwood offers a level of f lexi- 
bility and customization previously  
unavailable in the cabinet industry.  
 

           untwood created Elements  
            for discerning homeowners  
            who appreciate clean lines,  
contemporary design, functionality, 
and full-access. Elements cabinets 
use quality components and are  
built to the same higher standard  
as our framed line, so you can trust 
your kitchen to last for decades.

increased by including the largest  
selection of convenience cabinets 
and accessories in the industry.

Trust in the Leader 
Why do builders and homeowners  
choose Huntwood over other cabinet 
brands? Because for three decades  
we have provided our customers  

NOVUS, MDF, Colonial White.  Island: Heartwood, Graphite.TEMPO, Laminate, Wilsonart Color.

by Huntwood

®
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